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ABSTRACT

Background. Frozen shoulder, also known as adhesive capsulitis limits shoulder range of motion (ROM) among Breast Cancer Related Lymphedema (BCRL) patients. Although several therapeutic interventions exist to treat BCRL symptoms, no consensus has been reached thus far.

Case Report: This case study examined the use of Matrix Rhythm Therapy (MRT) for Frozen Shoulder in BCRL patient along with Complete Decongestive Therapy (CDT). The patient presented with chief complaints of pain and restricted shoulder movements secondary to mastectomy. MRT was administered for 60-75 minutes in 10 sessions over a period of three weeks.

Results. Notable changes were observed post-intervention in ROM (from 100 to 180 degrees), pain (from 7 to 2), quality of life (QOL) (from 53 to 17) and limb volume (from 43.54% to 27.35%).

Conclusion. MRT was found to be beneficial in this case in a short period of time, however, large-scale studies are required to affirm the impact of MRT as it is cost effective.
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INTRODUCTION

Breast cancer-related lymphedema (BCRL) is a common problem occurring in 1 out of 5 breast cancer (BC) patients with an incidence of 5% to 50%. The risk factors of BCRL could be treatment-related or due to the individual patient factors [1]. The four components - Manual Lymphatic Drainage (MLD), compression garments, physical activity and skin care comprise the Complete Decongestive Therapy (CDT), which is the mainstay of lymphedema treatment [2]. Apart from pain, swelling, tightness and heaviness of arm, BC survivors also experience secondary complications like reduced shoulder and arm range of motion (ROM), pain due to augmented fluid tension in subcutaneous tissues, lymphangio-sarcoma, cellulites, slow recovery of the tissues and risk of other infections [3].

Shoulder pain is a common problem and is considered as a predictor for Quality of Life (QOL) after surgery [4]. BCRL can cause or aggravate shoulder pain because of which patients may experience reduced QOL and prolonged hospital stay [5]. Reduced ROM was presented in BC survivors especially in the first month post-surgery which persisted even after 12 months, irrespective of the treatment modality. Misunderstanding that lymphedema and its
secondary symptoms are self-recuperative and unawareness of the role of physiotherapy in mitigating these symptoms has been observed in BCRL patients. Timely attention and medical care provided to BCRL is important in terms of recovery and routine activities [6]. Several therapeutic interventions exist to treat impaired ROM of the arm secondary to lymphedema, but no consensus has been reached as to what constitutes optimal or definitive treatment.

Matrix Rhythm Therapy (MRT) is a vibro-massage technique working on the concept that all the tissues of the body oscillate on the same frequency as brain’s alpha rhythm i.e. 8 to 12 Hz. This is said to be the frequency at which the body maintains homeostasis. Any external injury or trauma can disrupt this frequency and thereby inducing pain and impeding function [7]. The objective of this study was to assess the effectiveness of MRT on frozen shoulder in BCRL patient with respect to ROM, pain, limb volume and QOL.

**CASE REPORT**

**Patient Information:** The patient is a 50-year old woman from Chennai, India. She was diagnosed with carcinoma in the right breast and had undergone Radical Mastectomy on June 6th 2016 and completed three cycles of Fluorouracil, Adriamycin and Cytoxan (FAC) chemotherapy. The patient visited the clinic after two years after surgery on November 24th, 2018. Her presenting symptoms were pain in the right shoulder along with restriction in shoulder movements which was prevalent for the past three months. She was unsuccessful with her attempts of self-care and alternative treatment methods involving hot fomentation. Post-operation, the patient had fever but recovered at the time of discharge. The patient had a history of diabetes mellitus and was on medication. During physical examination, residue in the upper outer quadrant, skin puckering, with axillary lymphadenopathy and restriction in range of motion of right shoulder were observed.

The purpose of the study was explained to patient and a written informed consent was obtained. This case report is presented based on the consensus-based clinical case reporting guideline[8].

Clinical Findings and Diagnostic Assessment: X ray of the right shoulder was taken to confirm adhesive capsulitis. Pain intensity score was 7 as measured by a ten point Verbal Rating Scale (VRS). Shoulder ROM was assessed to be 100Ú using goniometer. Arm circumferences were measured at two points using a flexible, non-stretch, woven fabric tape (in centimeter). Measurements were taken on both arms with the first point on the knuckle of Metacarpophalangeal joint (MCP), the second at the line of wrist followed by a difference of 4cms each. During the measurements, the participant was standing, with her arms at her sides and elbows straight. The compression sleeves had been removed an hour before measurements were taken and limb volume was calculated using Limb Volume Program (LVP).LVP is a software developed by the Academy of Lymphatic Studies, to help therapists monitor the patient performance by calculating the difference in limb volume of the affected and unaffected extremity from the volume (in millilitres) of fluid. The recorded pre-testscore was 43.5%. QOL was assessed using Lymphedema Life Impact Scale (LLIS) which was found to be a score of 53. LLIS is a comprehensive tool specific to lymphedema condition, consisting of 18 items to evaluate the impediment caused in physical, psychosocial, and functional domains due to the condition[9].

**Physiotherapy Intervention:** The patient lied down at ease and powder was applied by the therapist in areas requiring MRT (around deltoid, pectorals, trapezes, scapula pectorals and axilla) to prevent friction induced by the probe. MRT was administered by longitudinal stroking and pushing the probe onto soft tissues including shoulder joint line, axilla and scapula. The patient’s intervention can be said as having begun the day she visited the clinic (24-11-2018). With each intervention session lasting 60-75 minutes (inclusive of CDT), the patient attended 10 sessions separated by a one-day break between each session, spread over a period of 3 weeks. In all sessions, MRT was followed by CDT in which the patient received MLD, gleno-humeral mobilization and deep breathing exercises. MLD strokes were applied to the oedematosus limb, starting at the
base of neck and progressing to the affected limb. MLD was directed proximally from upper arm to axilla, and then from hand to elbow. Finally, the whole limb was drained from the distal to the proximal portion and low elastic short stretch Multi-Layered Compression bandages were applied.

The patient was regular to the sessions, could tolerate the treatment and followed instructions for self-care at home which included shoulder mobilization exercises, self-MLD and self-bandaging. Muscle soreness was observed in patient after the sessions but was bearable. The patient found the treatment affordable and did not find it financially straining.

RESULTS

The pre- and post-test values of primary outcomes showed remarkable difference. At the end of the 10-session physiotherapy intervention, ROM improved 180° from the initial 100°. Difference in pre- and post-intervention scores in abduction, adduction, internal and external rotation indicated improvement in ROM (Fig. 1).

Pain score on the VRS had dropped considerably to 2 from the initial score of 7. The limb volume decreased from 43.54% to 27.35%. The post intervention LLIS score of 17 (pre-test score- 53) indicates that the patient’s QOL increased markedly because lower the score, better the QOL. The patient responded well to therapy with reduced pain, improved LLIS score, reduced limb volume and significantly improved range of motion in the shoulder.

DISCUSSION

The current study is one of the few to examine the effect of MRT on BCRL symptoms. The study showed substantial improvement with regards to ROM, pain, limb volume and QOL post-intervention.

MRT is a relatively less explored model in physiotherapy intervention. MRT helps in improving active and passive ROM, sensory function and muscle strength [7].

MRT performed in lymphedema of the limb showed no significant difference in limb volume after 20 sessions given 5 days per week. This might be because the study did not employ CDT in the patient[10]. MRT significantly improves blood flow in areas of its application [11] and increased lymph accumulation might result in production of lymph in edematous tissues or from extrinsic pumping due to vasomotion [12,13]. Therefore, it is absolutely necessary to provide CDT to patients undergoing MRT, which was performed in our study. In the current study, we observed muscle soreness in the patient after MRT sessions which might be due to the duration of MRT given; the effects were comparable to a study conducted on frozen shoulder [14].

There were only two previous studies conducted on lymphedema patients, both of which did not mention the exact duration for which MRT was administered [10,15]. Naik et al. revealed improved ROM of frozen shoulder and reduction in pain by 30% in VAS just after one sitting of MRT [14]. Future studies need to explore the optimum duration of MRT intervention.

Many interventions are available for treating secondary BCRL symptoms including yoga, aqua training and resistance and aerobic exercise [16,17]. Any of these methods entail progressive physical activity and would require at least three-four weeks to exhibit its efficacy. However, our study participant was able to show improved shoulder function over three weeks without the need to perform physically straining activities. BCRL women with impaired ROM felt physically restricted as it affected their daily activities and also had to forego leisure activities [18].

In our study, there was a 36-point difference in LLIS score indicating that the patient must have had significant change in her QOL [9].

Reduction in Hospital Anxiety and Depression scale (HAD) was demonstrated by a study...
post-MRT session [15].

There were a few limitations in our study. Possibility of degenerative rotator cuff pathology occurring in patients regardless of BCRL was not ruled out in this study. The duration of lymphedema in our patient was defined as the duration since first self-report of symptoms and there was uncertainty as to when the exact diagnosis using objective measures was done.

CONCLUSION

MRT along with a CDT was helpful in improving range of motion of shoulder, pain, arm volume and QOL in breast cancer related lymphedema condition. The results indicate that MRT in combination with CDT could be effective in treating frozen shoulder in BCRL patients. Further large scale RCT studies should be conducted to confirm the findings of this case study.

ABBREVIATIONS

ROM - Range of Motion
BCRL - Breast Cancer-Related Lymphedema
MRT - Matrix Rhythm Therapy
CDT - Complete Decongestive Therapy
QOL - Quality of Life
BC - Breast Cancer
MLD - Manual Lymphatic Drainage
FAC - Fluorouracil, Adriamycin and Cytoxan
VRS - Verbal Rating Scale
MCP - Metacarpophalangeal
LVP - Limb Volume Program
LLIS - Lymphedema Life Impact Scale
HAD - Hospital Anxiety and Depression
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